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The first half of the game takes place in the present, shortly after the events of the movie Blade Runner. The primary protagonist is LAPD detective Gethaut ("Get" as he is called in the game) working on a case involving three missing children: Jacob, David, and Tiffany. Through the course of the investigation, he reunites
with the love of his life, Susan. Gethaut is attempting to verify the authenticity of a letter Gath, a virtual personality that was allegedly created by a renegade Blade Runner named Roy Deckard and is the only human ever to meet Deckard. Gethaut's wife is kidnapped by the representatives of corporate conglomerate

Nexus, one of the primary antagonists of the story. Gethaut's world is soon after invaded by the cyberscientists of Division, another group of The Nexus. Gethaut gets caught up in a war between the two groups, and his wife is tortured and killed by Nexus' agents. In the end, Gethaut finds Susan again, and he too is killed
by a Nexus' agent. On a hillside above the city, not far from where his car was abandoned, Gethaut is revived by a soul-sucking alien called the Replicant. Rather than turn Gethaut into one of its foul creations as the Replicant intended, the Replicant offers Gethaut an exit from his situation. After arriving on the Nexus

homeworld, Gethaut discovers a mystery that dates back to the Replicants' existence: the age of the Replicants is over a thousand years, a thousand years longer than that of humans. Upon learning this, Gethaut makes his way to the Nexus' most powerful being, a man called "The Operative". After listening to his story,
Gethaut decides to accept the Operative's proposal: he will locate the remaining members of his wife's gang, and he will execute them himself. On the way to the city, Gethaut confronts two of his former LAPD friends: Stahlriss, the leader of the anti-Nexus faction in LA, and his partner, Rotkin. After failing to kill Stahlriss,

Gethaut flees to the outskirts of the city, only to be caught by a gang of Nexus' henchmen. Still hoping to protect Susan, Gethaut kills the gang members, then turns the car's engine back on and crashes it on the bridge leading back to the Nexus' homeworld.
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Features Key:
Brand new gameplay - UI Improvements - local co-op - new mode

Variety in the game - explore three different environments- locations
Level design and variety in the levels

Combat against the hordes of robotic monsters - More than 20 Weapons and 4 different Handguns
Vast variety of Power Ups.

Helmet, Power-Ups - Over 20 Powers
Loots - more than 15 types of loot

Big Bosses - impressive cyberspace enemies - multiple boss fights
Challenge: The game keeps track of your progress - No If's and But's - Most of the content is unlocked from the start

Odysseus Kosmos himself always by your side - Unchallengeable Boss with huge reinforcements!
Unique and gorgeous transpariant graphic style - inspired by the golden age in the fantasy and science fiction art

A computer controlled character - this makes the experience more differant and more fun
Large variety in the moves - a nice combination of diverse styles and different weapons makes for great enjoyment!

Additional items - real scissors as loot and a living plant.
5 various game modes - single player, local multiplayer, survival, vs bots and actionpoint modes

Dozens of achievements to unlock
Operating System Windows, Mac OS, Linux

Soundtrack by Ryuhei Katō - School of the Marshall (Jap.)
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